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Celebrate the passing of the

stephen capra,
executive direc tor
It’s a new year, this 2009, and, as the old cliché goes,
what a difference a year makes…. After we spent the
last few years of the Bush Administration fighting off
oil and gas, mining, and anti-wildlife agendas and
attempting to broker any deal we could to protect
public lands, the new Administration is a wonderful
and powerful change. Gone is the tired anti-environmental or green-washed thinking and rhetoric of
Domenici, Pearce, and Wilson. (By the way, Wilson is
likely to run for Governor in 2010.)
The new team of Udall, Heinrich, Lujan, and
Teague is now in place, and, just like that, we are very
close to our first important wilderness legislation—
Sabinoso. Our thanks go out to Senator Udall, who
has worked hard to get this legislation moved through
Congress for the past two years. He personally spent
time in Sabinoso on horseback to get a sense of the
wild nature of this landscape. We also thank Senator
Bingaman, who introduced the large Omnibus Public
Lands Act—S. 22—which includes: protections for
Snowy River Caves near Ruidoso; funding for the
study of the Salt Basin aquifer under Otero Mesa; and
protection for the Trackways National Monument,
just outside Las Cruces (which, we hope, will soon
be part of the much larger Doña Ana Wilderness
package). Our thanks also go out to the state director
of the BLM, Linda Rundell, who worked her magic
behind the scenes, pushing hard for her belief that
these lands are important and deserve the protection
that only Wilderness can provide.
2009 will be New Mexico’s most important year yet
for Wilderness protection. Close to 750,000 acres of
land may get protection of either wilderness or National
Conservation Area designation. After years of effort
and countless letters, calls, and office visits, we are now
poised for real success. We are pushing hard for four
Wilderness bills: Rio Grande Del Norte, near the Taos/
Questa area; Doña Ana County, surrounding Las Cruces;
Sabinoso and Chaco Canyon. They represent some
of New Mexico’s finest landscapes. The New Mexico
Wilderness Alliance continues to put new proposals
together, for New Mexico remains last in the amount of
protected public lands—and we now have a chance to
change that equation. With our new delegation and a
“yes we can” White House, 2009 will be an important
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Main Office
505/843-8696 • fax 505/843-8697
nmwa@nmwild.org • www.nmwild.org
P.O. Box 25464, Albuquerque, NM 87125

Las Cruces Field Office
275 N. Downtown Mall
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Santa Fe Field Office
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Santa Fe, NM 87501
505/216-9719

Taos Field Office
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Taos, NM 87571

Mission Statement
The New Mexico Wilderness Alliance is
dedicated to the protection, restoration,
and continued enjoyment of New Mexico’s
wildlands and Wilderness areas.

NMWA Staff
Albuquerque Office

gauge of efforts to gain Wilderness protection, not only
in New Mexico, but across the West.
Our efforts will go beyond Wilderness in the
coming year. They will involve our work in the
state legislature on an important bill—SJM 40—to
control runaway off-road vehicle use and the fight to
maintain “Quiet Recreation” in our national forests.
Which reminds me: after more than eight years, our
efforts to get the Clinton Roadless Rule put in place
may finally succeed! We will continue our wilderness
management with a myriad of service projects, hikes
and even some animal tracking workshops. All
of which can be found in our new 2009 Wild Guide
(which you are welcome to come by the office and pick
up, have us mail it to you, or purchase from REI or
your local bookstore). We hope you will join us in our
wildest public lands!
Wildlife protection remains central to our core
mission. We are working with a broad coalition on an
ambitious plan to make certain that the Mexican wolf
has a safe haven in our state. Prairie dogs are another
form of wildlife we continue to fight for—from
protecting their habitat in Otero Mesa to attempting
to reintroduce them in Guadalupe National Park,
to identifying local ranches for relocation of the
Gunnison prairie dogs, who are losing their homes
to rapid growth on Albuquerque’s west side. In
this newsletter, we are also raising the issue of
reintroducing one of the symbols of wilderness, the
wolverine, to the northern part of our state—yet
another important reason for wilderness.
These are exciting times at our office. Many years
of organizing and educating the public seem to be
coming to fruition, but trust me those who hate
wilderness will continue to try and intimidate elected
officials and spread mistruths about the value and
uses of wilderness.
Thank you all for your continued generous support
in these tough economic times. I welcome you to stop
by the office and enjoy some fresh coffee, free WI-FI,
and our wonderful conservation library.
If there is any negative to 2009, it comes from the
world of foundation funding. The recent stock market
crashes and economic uncertainty have affected all of
us. For organizations like the New Mexico Wilderness
Alliance, the impact comes largely from the effect
on many of the foundations that support us. Such
foundations give us $5,000, $10,000, or $25,000 yearly
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to work on our wilderness proposals
and community  outreach. We have
been receiving many calls and letters
since the beginning of the new year
from a variety of foundations that
make up about 3040% of our revenue,
making clear that we should expect
cuts in 2009 because of the falling
stock market and the uncertain global
economy. This coming year we will
be working hard and trying to cut our
expenses wherever we can. We will be
counting on your support and hope
to turn our successful Wilderness
campaigns into more funding opportunities for the future of wilderness and
wildlife in New Mexico.
Thank you!

Steve

Nathan Newcomer, Managing Editor
Joe Adair, Design Editor
Hilary Handelsman, Copy Editor

Visit NMWild.org for
details on the upcoming
celebration!
The bill should pass in
April 2009!

What is Wilderness?
The Wilderness Act of 1964
established the National
Wilderness Preservation System
to preserve the last remaining
wildlands in America. The
Wilderness Act, as federal policy,
secures “an enduring resource
of wilderness” for the people.
Wilderness is defined as an area
that has primarily been affected
by the forces of nature with the
imprint of humans substantially
unnoticeable. It is an area that
offers outstanding opportunity
for solitude or a primitive or
unconfined type of recreation,
and an area that contains
ecological, geological, or other
features of scientific, educational,
scenic, or historical value.

Please visit us at

nmWILD.org

Stephen Capra
Executive Director
New Mexico WILD!
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E l National
R io Conservation
G r a n deAreaD(NCA)
e l N ort e
Proposal
by John Olivas
Northern Director,
New Mexico Wilderness Alliance
El Rio Grande Del Norte National Conservation
Area (NCA) Proposal for this area located in
Taos County has been on the forefront of public
lands protection for the New Mexico Wilderness
Alliance (NMWA) since 2006. There has been
lots of effort over the past couple of years to gain
support for the proposal by NMWA staff, state and
federal delegations, local organizations, and the
local citizenry. NMWA has cooperated with—and
will continue to work with—local business and
community organizations in the Taos and Questa
area to make sure that the NCA bill will be introduced by Congress in early 2009.
During the first week of December 2008, NMWA
Executive Director Steve Capra and his staff met
with congressional staff members to discuss
the Omnibus Bill Land Package that is set to go
through Congress in early 2009. Discussions
between NMWA staff members and members of
the New Mexico congressional delegation from
Senator Elect Tom Udall and Senator Jeff Bingaman’s offices have agreed that bills for New Mexico
Wilderness Land packages will be introduced in
early 2009. New Mexico Lands included in the
Omnibus Land Packages include El Rio Grande
Del Norte National Conservation Area, Chaco
Cultural Historical Canyon, Sabinoso Wilderness,
and Doña Ana County Wilderness.
The NCA designation in Taos County would
prohibit land disposal, mining, or mineral development on public lands within the 303,000-acre
boundary. It would convert the San Antonio
Wilderness Study Area to permanent Wilderness
and designate the acquired Ute Mountain lands
as a new Wilderness. It would incorporate the
upper reaches of the Rio Grande Gorge, previously designated under the Wild and Scenic Rivers
Act, and the elk wintering grounds/migratory
corridor on the plateau between the Ute Mountain
Wilderness and the San Antonio Wilderness.
The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) would
continue to manage the public lands within the
NCA and would have three years from the date of
enactment to develop a management plan for the
NCA in consultation with the state of New Mexico,
Taos and Rio Arriba counties, and other interested
parties. The bill clarifies that existing grazing
within the NCA boundary may continue.
El Rio Grande Del Norte National Conservation Area is managed by the Bureau of Land
ManagementTaos Field Office, 226 Cruz Alta
Road, Taos, New Mexico 87571-5983. Phone
(575)758-8851; Fax (575)758-1620.
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Questions
		 & Answers
What is prohibited in Wilderness areas?
Motorized and mechanized equipment would be prohibited within the proposed Wilderness areas. Hunting
and grazing are allowed in Wilderness areas.
What is protected by the National Conservation Area designation?
The disposal of land, mining, and energy development would be prohibited within the NCA boundary. Vehicles
would be permitted on designated roads, and new roads would not be built.
How will this affect cattle grazing?
Grazing is consistent with both Wilderness and NCA designations. Existing rights are preserved under this
legislation.
How will private property be impacted by the
NCA designation?
BLM has no role in managing private property
and is not seeking to purchase private land
within the NCA. However, future opportunities to consolidate land ownership patterns
are always open for discussion if BLM is
approached by landowners proposing sales of
their property.
Will BLM and the New Mexico State Land
Office exchange lands to consolidate their
holdings?
BLM has been working with the State Land
Office on land exchanges to consolidate
land holdings in other parts of New Mexico
and could pursue potential exchanges if this
National Conservation Area is designated, but
the state is under no obligation to do so.

SUPPORT OUR GREAT
BUSINESS SPONSORS!!
Paloma Blanca Coffee House
(575) 586-2261
2322 S. HWY 522 Questa, NM 87556
Questa Center Supermarket
(575) 586-0233
Downtown Questa, NM 87556
Northstar Texaco Service
(575) 586-0561
2460 SR HWY 522 Questa , NM 87556

wildlife

Questa Café
(575) 586-9631
2422 SR 522 Questa, NM 87556

Nothing in this legislation would affect the
jurisdiction of the state of New Mexico with
respect to fish and wildlife located on public
lands in the state. Hunting would continue to
be subject to state law.

Wild Cats Den
(575) 586-1119
2457 SR 522 Questa, NM 87556

How does the proposal affect
management and hunting rights?

Can firewood be collected within the proposed
boundary?
Permitted fuel wood removal under current BLM regulations would not change under the NCA designation.
Fuel wood removal in Wilderness areas is prohibited.
Will water rights be affected?
The Wild and Scenic River designation of the upper reaches of the Rio Grande Gorge predates the proposed
NCA designation. Any river protections previously granted to this stretch of river would be unaffected by this
legislation.
Does this legislation include funding for habitat restoration?
While this legislation would only authorize appropriations, it would have the effect of focusing resources on
fulfilling the purpos es of the designation. In particular, the bill would require BLM to restore native vegetation
in the Ute Mountain Northern Parcel within three years, at which time the parcel would be added to the Ute
Mountain Wilderness. We look forward to working with BLM to secure the funds necessary to revegetate this
area, as well as other public lands within the boundary.
Winter 2009

Otero Mesa Update

where we stand

by Nathan Newcomer
Associate Director,
New Mexico Wilderness Alliance
When documenting the landscape and
the Butterfield Stagecoach route through
Otero Mesa during the early 1800s, a
general wrote that the grass was as high
as a man on horseback. He described a
vastness that was immeasurable, a heat
that was relentless, and a journey that
took twenty-four arduous days from St.
Louis to San Francisco.
One of the stops along this route was
Alamo Mountain, which stands like
a monolith high above the spreading
grasslands and hills—its western flank
decorated with thousands of ancient
petroglyphs. Alamo Spring was a welcome
reprieve from the day-long ride west from
the Guadalupe Mountains. Cottonwood
trees would have offered shade, and the
fresh water flowing from the mountainside
would have quenched the thirst of weary
travelers and tired horses.
Today, the stagecoach stop at the base
of Alamo Mountain is nothing more
than a relic from the past. The stables are
overgrown with creosote, and the main
house has begun to fall back into the
earth.
Yet, this past April, the New Mexico
Wilderness Alliance began a bold initiative
to restore the spring at Alamo Mountain.
A group of members and volunteers
gathered for Earth Day weekend and
camped under the morning shadow of
Alamo. We hiked up to the spring and
surveyed the area. Vegetation around the
spring was extremely thick. Huge ferns
grew there, along with a twenty-foot-tall
hackberry tree, and a dead cottonwood lay
broken in a gully.
We began clearing out the brush and

made two trails, one that led to the mouth
of the spring and another that went down
the hillside to a small opening in the
ferns.
In September, we brought another group
to finish the job we had started. This time,
however, we brought two baby cottonwood
trees that we intended to plant.
Armed with our BLM permit, we headed
back to the spring and were surprised to
see how much vegetation had regrown
since April. We cleared out more undergrowth along the trails and went to work
at the opening in the ferns. It was dark and
shady under all the branches and leaves,
which made our work quite pleasant.

Within a matter of hours, we had
cleaned out the entire spring, but we made
sure to leave plenty of shade. We found
two perfect spots for the cottonwoods—
one near the mouth of the spring and the
other just outside the ferns near a small
rock outcropping. We began digging into
the soil, which was dark, rich, and moist,
so we knew that the cottonwoods would
have a chance. After a few more hours,
we finished digging and planted the trees.
We wet their roots with several gallons of
water that we had hauled up the mountain
and then pricked tiny holes in the rest of
the plastic jugs so that they would drip
slowly for a few days.
As we left, we
quietly wondered
whether or not the
trees would make
it. Had we planted
them deep enough?
Would our intermittent watering
be enough to help
the roots grow and
take hold on the
mountainside?
Would
having
cleared out all that
vegetation help with
water flow?
We didn’t know
the answers for
sure, but we knew
in the back of our
minds and in our
hearts that we had
a chance, for Otero
Mesa is a place of
chances,
where

New Mexico WILD!

hopes soar high.
By all accounts, this area should be
riddled with the signs of oil and gas development—roads, well pads, power lines,
and waste pits. It’s an area that very few
people knew about eight years ago, and
it’s a place that an oil company thought
it could drill and profit from because it
had strong connections within the White
House.
But none of that has happened.
The people of New Mexico stood up to
the most powerful industry in the state
and said, “No, not here.” We have curbed
any new drilling in Otero Mesa during
an administration that has made oil and
gas development the number one priority
on public lands in the West. And the New
Mexico Wilderness Alliance has a proposal
to designate over 500,000 acres of this wild
grassland as an Area of Critical Environmental Concern—a proposal supported by
both Governor Richardson and Lieutenant
Governor Diane Denish. Even the Bureau
of Land Management has been receptive
to the idea of this designation.
As a small group of us headed back to
Otero Mesa in late November with two
reporters from Truth or Consequences,
I thought about the cottonwoods and the
battle that we have been fighting. I thought
of all the people we have organized and
rallied behind this cause and of the
national attention this issue has received.
Can we actually protect this place? I
wondered. Can we actually win?
As we hiked closer to the spring, I heard
a voice ring out ahead of us, “They’ve got
leaves!” Fresh, green leaves growing on
the cottonwood trees: a sign of hope and
inspiration; a sign that we are winning.
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DOÑA ANA COUNTY

by Nathan Small
From a windswept ridge in the Sierra
de Las Uvas Mountains, the Doña Ana
County Citizen’s Wilderness Proposal
comes alive. To the east drains Broad
Canyon’s dramatic gorge, flowing into
the wide meanders that give this area its
name. Still farther east rise the Robledo
Mountains, and beyond them the iconic
Organ Mountains. Mere minutes from the
Las Cruces metropolitan area, the Organ
Mountains evoke pride and continued
wonder with their massive spires and
nearby natural treasures. Look directly
south and Mt. Cox and Mt. Riley rise
imposingly from the Chihuahuan Desert
floor, with the
rest of the Potrillo Mountains stretching
west in a series of cinder cones silhouetted
on the horizon. To the west rise more
ridges of the rugged Sierra de Las Uvas
Mountains, which shelter intact grasslands that remain rich from this year’s late
monsoon rains.
A group from the Back Country
Horsemen recently rode this ridge top.
Riders enjoyed impressive views of the
entire area discussed in the Citizen’s
Wilderness Proposal, even if they didn’t
enjoy the stiff winter winds that buffeted
both horse and rider. Across the country,
however, the winds of change blew with
even greater force. And, after recently
concluded elections, most agree that there
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is a strong wind now blowing at the back
of wilderness protection efforts.
This wind is especially welcome in
New Mexico, where wilderness has long
languished. By the numbers, the Land
of Enchantment falls far short when
compared to similar states. Only 2.1% of
our state enjoys permanent protection,
compared to 6.2% of Arizona, or 5.1% of
Colorado. Even Florida surpasses New
Mexico, with 4.1% of its land protected.
These numbers are even more surprising
given New Mexico’s unique position as the
“birthplace of wilderness.” First came
Aldo Leopold, who, as a backcountry forest
ranger fell in love with, and then fought for
the protection of, America’s first primitive
areas. Primitive areas, the precursor to
Wilderness, came onto the scene in 1928.
From there, the torch was passed to other
noted conservationists, including Senator
Clinton Anderson, who sponsored the
1964 Wilderness Act in the US Senate. The
senator has been immortalized with the
Clinton P. Anderson Highway, a cherry
stem leading to the cliff dwellings inside
the Gila Wilderness.
Although new federal protection of
wilderness in New Mexico has only been
passed once in the past two decades,
grassroots support to protect special wild
places has grown stronger. From the very
beginning, diverse voices have supported
the protection of wilderness in New
Mexico. Aldo Leopold was a land manager,

avid sportsman, and agriculturalist whose
belief in the land ethic grew out of his
appreciation for natural systems. Clinton P.
Anderson was the United States Secretary
of Agriculture from 19451948, bringing a
deep understanding of different perspectives to his land conservation beliefs.
From the beginning, sportsmen and other
consumptive users have also maintained
an active interest in protecting the highest
quality habitat so that wildlife can thrive.
The economic benefits of wilderness
protection have also begun receiving more
attention. By elevating local areas to the
highest level of prominence, communities
can earn increased attention from outside
sources of economic growth. Billboards
advertising horseback rides, hiking, and
fishing have popped up everywhere.
New residents—not just tourists—have
long been drawn to communities partly
because of the presence of protected public
lands nearby. And it is no stretch to say
that many companies consider wilderness
protection and the quality of outdoor life
when they choose which Western communities they will locate in, and to which they
will bring jobs.
Aside from the many ways in which
wilderness protection benefits local
communities, protecting land “in perpetuity” acknowledges the priceless importance of simply appreciating natural public
lands and the incredible combination of
living things that forms these areas.
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The Doña Ana County horsemen
and women certainly did that on the
high mesas in the Sierra de Las Uvas
Mountains. By leading regular trips into
proposed wilderness areas, the Doña Ana
County Wilderness Coalition continues to
promote the outdoor enjoyment of places
like Broad Canyon, the Organ Mountains,
and the West Portrillos. These trips have
brought local residents closer to the wild
areas that surround them, whether that
means seeing petroglyphs in hidden
canyons or glimpsing desert mule deer
in a secluded mountain meadow. For one
Deming youth group, the main attraction
of the trip turned out to be brilliantly
colored black and red grasshoppers and
spade foot toads proliferating around
water pools. For some of the kids, it was
their first trip into the Organ Mountains
and, beyond the bugs, it was experiencing
simple acts of kindness—helping each
over rocks or around cat claw bushes—
that made the day memorable.
Inside, at a recent Wilderness
Wednesday community building event
brought out 60+ people only one week
before Christmas. Treated to photography
from Mike Groves Frame Shop and the City
of Artists, everyone was in a festive mood.
Craig Chapman talked about recent work
in northern New Mexico on the Travel
Management Rule, where coalitions of
conservationists, sportsmen, land owners,
ranchers, and others have worked together
to stem the tide of irresponsible off
road abuse in the Santa Fe National
Forest. Now, efforts to properly
care for the Gila National Forest are
gearing up and look to follow the
same inclusive model.
At the end of the evening,
everyone in the room introduced
themselves to at least one person
whom they didn’t know. The chance
to enjoy true community during the
stress of
the holiday season was special.
Before everyone left however,
thoughts returned to the recent
election. Locally, Congressman
Harry Teague wrote a letter
supporting wilderness protection,
and Senator Tom Udall brings a
commitment to conservation that
honors his unique family legacy that
has lead by example in protecting
America’s natural lands.
However, promises are not the
same as progress.
Learn More, visit:
www.DoñaAnaWild.org.

CHACO CULTURE

National Historical Park
Chaco Culture National Historical Park
is one of the most spectacular areas in New
Mexico. Its combination of natural beauty
and cultural significance justifies its World
Heritage Site status, making it beloved by
visitors the world over.
The parkís relative isolation and the
absence of roads on its periphery have been
keys to its protection. For several years,
however, Chaco NHP has confronted the
possibility of oil and gas drilling on state
lands within view of its visitor center. The
parkís unexcavated thousand-year-old ruins

have also been at risk. In addition, development threatens Chacoan ruins to the north
on Bureau of Land Management (BLM) lands.
These lands are part of a connective corridor
to the Bisti/De-Na-Zin Wilderness through
the Ah-Shi-Sle-Pah Wilderness Study Area
(WSA) and other potential Wilderness units
identified by the New Mexico Wilderness
Alliance.
Seismic exploration by Cimarex Energy,
the leaseholder on the lands near the
visitorís center, and by other companies,
would threaten the cultural resources of the

park. Oil field dust, air pollutants, and noise
would also reduce visibility and degrade
the experience of one of our countryís great
national parks. Furthermore, these operations would threaten the health of people
living downwind from the proposed energy
development sites. Publicity, however, has
caused leaseholder Cimarex Energy to delay
its plans for developing leases visible from
the parkís visitor center. The New Mexico
Wilderness Alliance, working on behalf of
our members and people around the world,
has met with the State Land Office (SLO)
and other relevant agencies to stop development. The NMWA is also working closely
with the staffs of US Senator Jeff Bingaman
and Senator-elect Tom Udall on legislative
protection for Chaco NHP.
Introduction of congressional legislation in 2009 is vital to accomplish the
following:
1. Permanent protection for Chaco by
designating approximately 20,000 acres as
Wilderness, as identified by the National Park
Service
2. Agreement between federal and state
governments for a ninety-nine-year conservation easement across adjacent state lands

ROADLESS RULE

UPDATE
Reinstating the Roadless Rule
By Nathan Newcomer

In 1908, President Theodore Roosevelt
established 150 national forests as
America’s legacy for future generations.
Here in New Mexico, Roosevelt’s vision
created the Carson, Cibola, Lincoln, Santa
Fe, and Gila National Forests. A century
later, those forests and others like them
still stand because Americans enthusiastically embraced them and pushed back
when special interests threatened them.
At the end of his presidency, Bill
Clinton recognized this proud tradition
of conserving our nation’s most treasured
national forests by enacting the Roadless

Area Conservation Rule. It was one of
the boldest conservation measures in the
history of federal land management, establishing protections for the last 30 percent
of America’s roadless forests, including
1.6 million acres in New Mexico.
The roadless rule was finalized after
years of scientific study, 600 public
meetings in communities across the
country, and a record-breaking 1.6
million comments in support of the rule.
To date, it has been endorsed by approximately 4 million comments from across
the country, including over 50,000 in New
Mexico alone.
Yet, the measure seemed doomed to a
very short lifespan. Because it was only an
administrative rule, it could be overturned

by the next administration, which
strongly opposed it, and which ultimately
took many steps to gut the protections it
afforded.
Nearly eight years later, the Clinton
Roadless Rule remains in effect for 35.6
million acres of national forest in seven
Western states, including New Mexico.
Idaho and Colorado, however, are adopting
state-specific rules that fall short of the
original regulations, while roadless lands
in Wyoming and Utah lack any protection
altogether. The survival of the Roadless
Rule still hangs on the outcome of two
ongoing court cases, but even if it were
to succumb, it is likely that Democrats in
Washington would replace it with either

to prevent drilling and allow time for negotiations to incorporate those lands into the park
3. Revision of the boundary of the Pueblo
Pintado Outlier to include the large ruin and
other
identified significant archeological sites
and transfer administrative jurisdiction over
those lands to the National Park Service
We thank Senator Bingaman and Senatorelect Tom Udall for their determination to
introduce and pass a Chaco Wilderness Bill
in the 2009 session of Congress. Thanks also
to the superintendent of Chaco, whose drive
to protect Chaco is tireless. We also thank our
members and citizens from around the state
who have expressed their support for Chaco.
Help the NMWA protect one of New
Mexicoís most important and famous places.
Join our campaign as we lobby our congressional delegation, and consider joining
NMWA staff on trips to Chaco this spring.
Please contact the NMWA Santa Fe office:
NMWA/Santa Fe
341 E. Alameda Street
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501-2229
(505) 216-9719
david@nmwild.org
www.nmwild.org

a new administrative rule or legislative
protection for roadless areas.
In spite of all the backroom deals within
the Department of Interior under the Bush
administration and the blatant attempts
to open up these roadless areas to logging,
mining, and drilling, only seven new
miles of roads have been constructed
in roadless areas since 2001. This is an
astounding feat, and it speaks to the power
of dedicated grassroots organizing.
Residents of New Mexico treasure our
national forests and other pristine places,
but far too many of them have already
been developed. We must protect these
last wild forests from road-building and
commercial logging so that they continue
to provide wildlife habitat and recreational
opportunities. Many people come to
New Mexico because it is so aptly named
the “Land of Enchantment.” Our varied
wildlife and plant species contribute to
the aptness of this moniker, but without
roadless areas, these species will dwindle
in number.
These roadless areas also act as critical
watersheds for more than fifteen New
Mexico communities, including Santa
Fe, Las Vegas, Farmington, Silver City,
and others. By protecting these roadless
areas, we are ensuring the protection of
New Mexico’s most vital resource—fresh
water.
President-elect Obama should carry
on the tradition of conserving America’s
roadless national forests and reinstate the
Roadless Rule. After eight long years of
holding the line, now is the time to do the
right thing for our natural heritage.

Write & call your congressional representatives and encourage them
to reinstate the Roadless Rule! See page 9 for contact information.
New Mexico WILD!
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What is Wilderness?
by Cinta Torres
What is wilderness? According
to my definition it is the essence of
being wilder. Wilder-ness: a place
where owls and hawks soar freely
overhead, and wildlife, like javelina,
deer, rabbits, coyotes, bats, butterfly
and bees abound. Beautiful Broad
Canyon fits that ideal even though at
times its wilderness is disturbed by
the sound of an All Terrain Vehicle
tearing up the canyon, covering
mountain lion tracks, and spattering
oil on rocks. I have followed their
trails of trampled flora, and human
trash. Most often however, hikers
like me find peaceful moments
there, time to experience the
delicate, natural beauty of the place.
I love gazing across its long vistas,
watching mountains that in the
distance look like hazy blue ocean
waves rolling into the sea. Looking
down at my feet, I find fascinating
volcanic and sedimentary rocks
that reveal the dynamic geological
history of the region. Time seems to
stand still.

Early one special autumn day,
Marcia and Lou Corl took my
husband and me up the canyon.
Longtime friends and community
advocates for nature, we are always
honored to accompany them into
the wild. After driving about an
hour, north from Mayfield High
School, we arrived at the trail head.
Prepared with good hiking boots,
sun hats and sunscreen, backpacks
with water, snacks, warm clothing
plus a first aid kit, our small party
headed off down the trail, past cows
and water tanks, through fences,
across a cattle guard and into the
canyon. Along the way, Marcia
identified various grasses: blue
gramma, mountain muhly, purple
threeawn. When butterflies crossed
our path she knew them all by name:
orange skippers, painted ladies,
mourning cloaks and spicebush
swallowtails. Up on the canyon
walls we saw caves dripping with bat
guano. A javelina skull protruded
from the sand. As we climbed
around the boulders, Lou pointed to
a petroglyph chipped out on a rock

surface
above
us, centuries ago
by some long
vanished native
artist. The image
appeared to be
half
mountain
sheep and half
scorpion. Lou let
us explore the area
to discover other
petroglyphs
on
our own. It was a
sacred experience.
While we were
searching
for
petroglyphs, Lou
and Marcia filled
three
shopping
bags with beer
bottles
and
aluminum cans
to take back to the
recycling center.
Thus burdened,
we hiked back
to the car. It was sad leaving the
canyon. My heart ached to stay, and
my mind knew we need to protect

Wilderness Explorer
by Pat Buls
I’ve been an explorer all of my life. I
always take the back roads, the scenic
route, the road less traveled. Growing up
in a military family I had ample opportunity to explore many different areas
in the US and South America, mostly by
horseback. I settled in southern New
Mexico because of its climate and its vast
open spaces -- room to explore.
I’ve also been a seeker of the Truth,
the reason for our existence here on this
awesome planet. My extensive exploration of the back country led me to places
where I entered into the very presence of
the Creator of this wondrous earth and
all its amazing creatures. The oldest
and most reliable story of creation is
that the Creator’s intent was to establish
an everlasting paradise. In the book of
Revelation (chapter 11, verse 18) he reveals
that “he will bring to ruin those ruining
the earth!” No wonder then, for those of
us who cherish nature, our fondest wish -our driving force -- is to preserve the earth
as it was created.
Throughout my amazing journey
through life I have had the rewarding
experience of bringing other people into
the wilderness – my children, my students
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of the horse, and now my grand-children.
What a delight it is to foster that spirit
of adventure and watch it unfold into a
desire to care for and nurture the earth! It
is, after all, our natural habitat – and our
only viable one!
Here in Doña Ana County we have some
of the most extreme contrasts in habitat
for both human and animal inhabitants.
We are one of the poorest in the nation
in terms of economics -- average income
-- and yet we are experiencing new growth
that includes some of the wealthiest people
around. We live in a desert, and yet have
a lush river valley flowing through our
midst. We have a fair-sized metropolis
in the city of Las Cruces (second largest
in the state), and we have vast areas
uninhabited by humans, but bearing
evidence of previous inhabitants in the
many petroglyphs and fossil remains.
Broad Canyon is one of the most interesting areas an explorer will encounter
in southern New Mexico. It is filled with
the artwork of the Ancients. Fossils and
petroglyphs are abundant, rock formations and the native flora are breathtaking, and yet there is currently no
permanent protection for this area. One
of my grandsons, Danny, accompanied me
on a trip into the Broad Canyon country.

2009 Wild! Guide
—Happy Trails & Wilderness Tales—

The perfect gift for anyone who enjoys the great outdoors!

this place before it is too late. I
looked backward as we bumped
along the rutted road, making plans
to return, prepared to spend the
evening watching bats swarm out
of caves as billions of stars lit up the
night sky along the quiet stretches
of Broad Canyon.

By Craig Chapman
Nothing says wilderness more than the
Wild Guide. This is our way of paying back
Mother Earth for all she has given us. It is
our gift to us. In the Wild Guide—with
everthing from the articles to our guided
hikes and volunteer service projects—we
hope to show you how deep our love of
wild Nature goes.
Let us show you our appreciation of the
land that we work to protect. The Wild Guide
has many excellent hikes, ranging from Steve
Capra’s strenuous fifty-mile hike along the
Sandia Crest to an easy two-mile stroll led
by Nate Newcomer in the newly designated
Ojito Wilderness. Let Steve West show you a
Carlsbad Caverns you didn’t know existed, or
allow John Olivas to share his forty-plus years
of northern New Mexico lore. In the guide,
you will also find Trisha London’s passion for
alternative medicine and Nate Small’s enthusiasm for the southern part of the state.
The Wild Guide also features nineteen
volunteer service projects all across the
state, so you can put on your gloves and
give back to the land. Some of these venture
into areas not normally open to the public,
like the San Andres National Wildlife

CONGRESSIONAL
CONTACTS

Memories of him standing on his tip toes
to see ancient petroglyphs are priceless.
Danny is eight years old. We must
make sure the Broad Canyon Country
is protected for his children to enjoy in
the same way. The Doña Ana County
Wilderness Coalition and its support
groups continue to work to establish such
protection. We know that it’s now or
never, for once public lands are “disposed
of” (sold for private development) there’s
no getting them back. Even holding on to
public access roads becomes difficult when
private ownership is granted. Fences are
Winter 2009

built, gates are locked.
For those of us with any sense of
adventure it is imperative that we become
active, not only in exploring our habitat,
but in protecting and preserving it intact,
as it was created for our enjoyment, our
sustenance, and our spiritual renewal. Get
involved by joining a group of like-minded
individuals, making your voice heard
by your legislators on a local, state, and
national level. And know that by doing
so you will be heard as a “voice crying in
the wilderness”, preparing the way for a
return to Paradise.

Refuge smack in the middle of the White
Sands Missile Range. Or the three acequia
projects we do in the northern part of our
great state. Participants can also enjoy a
simple car-camping experience in Otero
Mesa and help us document the hundreds
of species that call this majestic grassland
home. These projects are designed to leave
the land a little better than we found it.
Projects include repairing environmental
damage, closing illegal ATV trails, and
conducting riparian restoration.
“Not only do the volunteer service
projects offer a sense of accomplishment;
we also feed you for the entire weekend!
We’re becoming famous for our Otero
Mesa green chili chicken enchiladas.
The New Mexico Wilderness Alliance
2009 Wild Guide has an adventure
waiting for you. Through our hikes and
volunteer service projects, we aim to build
awareness and support for the protection
of these special landscapes—all the
while having FUN! The 2009 Wild Guide
captures a wide variety of experiences
while showcasing some of our state’s
greatest wilderness areas.
We are happily sponsored by REI for

a fourth straight year,
and that is such a
privilege.
Happy Trails!
(Note): This guide
was the most heavily
edited piece in NMWA
history. We even paid a
professional copy editor,
but no one noticed that
Dave Foreman’s name
was misspelled on the
back cover. Sorry, Dave.
Copies of the New
Mexico
Wilderness
Alliance 2008 Wild
Guide can be purchased
for only $9.95 by calling
505-843-8696 or by
picking up a copy at REI
in both Albuquerque
and Santa Fe, Tome
on the Range in Las
Vegas, Mudd n Flood in
Taos, Carlsbad Caverns
Bookstore, and Bowlin’s
Mesilla Book Center in
Las Cruces.

Senator Jeff Bingaman

Senator Tom Udall

Web Site: bingaman.senate.gov
E-Mail: senator_bingaman@bingaman.senate.gov
703 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington Office:
Washington, D.C. 20510
Phone: (202) 224-5521
Fax: (202) 224-2852
Albuquerque
505-346-6601
625 Silver Ave. SW, Suite 130
Albuquerque, NM 87102
Las Cruces
Phone: (575) 523-6561
Loretto Town Centre, Suite 148
505 South Main Street
Las Cruces, NM 88001
Las Vegas
Phone: (505) 454-8824
118 Bridge Street, PO Box 1977
Las Vegas, NM 87701
Roswell
Phone: (575) 622-7113
200 East Fourth Street, Suite 300
Roswell, NM 88201
Santa Fe
Phone: (505) 988-6647
119 East Marcy, Suite 101
Santa Fe, NM 87501

Web Site: tomudall.senate.gov
E-mail: Contact Via ‘Web Form.’
Washington Office:
Phone: (202) 224-6621
Fax: (202) 228-3261
Room: B40D Dirksen Building
Washington, DC 20510
Albuquerque
Phone: (505) 346-6791
Fax: (505) 346-6720
201 3rd Street, NW, #710
Albuquerque, NM 87102
Las Cruces
Phone: (505) 526-5475
Fax: (505) 523-6589
505 South Main Street, Suite 118
Las Cruces, NM 88001
Roswell
Phone: (505) 623-6170
Fax: (505) 625-2547
140 Federal Building
Roswell, NM 88201
Santa Fe
Phone: (505) 988-6511
Fax: (505) 988-6514
120 South Federal Place, #302
Santa Fe, NM 87501

New Mexico WILD!

Harry Teague, Congressional District 2
Room: 1007 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
Phone: (202) 225-2365
Fax: (202) 225-9599
Martin Heinrich, Congressional District 1
Room: 1505 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
Phone: (202) 225-6316
Fax: (202) 225-4975
Main District Office:
20 First Plaza, Suite 603
Albuquerque, NM 87102
Phone: (505) 346-6781
Fax: (505) 346-6723
Ben Ray Lujan, Congressional District 3
Room: 502 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
Phone: (202) 225-6190
Fax: (202) 226-1331
Main District Office:
811 St. Michaels Drive, Suite 104
Santa Fe, NM 87505
Phone: (505) 984-8950
Fax: (505) 986-5047
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Columbine Hondo

Debate between motorized and non-motorized access
within our roadless National Forests continues

ROCKY MOUNTAIN HIGH

by Nathan Newcomer
The Columbine – Hondo Wilderness
Study Area (WSA) is located in Taos
County, north/northeast of the town of
Taos. Highway 150 that takes you to Taos
Ski Valley forms the southern boundary
of the unit. The towns of Arroyo Seco,
Questa, and Red River are nearby and also
provide access points to the area.
Located between the permanently
protected Latir Peak and Wheeler Peak
Wilderness Areas, Columbine – Hondo
WSA offers all the grandeur expected
from the Sangre de Cristo Mountains in
northern New Mexico, but is much less
visited and an excellent place to seek
solitude. This would not have been the
case 100 years ago as prospectors scoured
the area for ore bodies similar to the ones
that created boomtowns such as nearby
Red River. The inevitable bust that follows
such booms left the area dormant. Today,
many of the mining scars have healed and
are barely noticeable, and the old roads
have re-vegetated or have been turned into
hiking trails.
The entirety of Columbine – Hondo is
steep and rugged. When driving toward
Taos Ski Valley on Hwy 150, you will
encounter three trailheads. These trails
follow canyons that rise almost 4,000
feet as they join together at Lobo Peak at
12,115 feet! From Lobo Peak one can hike
the heart of the unit along a ridgeline trail
that leads to Gold Hill, the highest point
in the unit at 12,711 feet. Gold Hill can
also be accessed from the Taos Ski Valley
parking lot at the Twining trailhead. This
is an excellent trail as you wind your way

through
spruce – fir
forests
to
a glacier –
carved valley
leading
to
Gold Hill and
then you can
drop down
the backside
to
Goose
Lake.
August
brings
chilling rains
to the region,
gracing the
hillsides with
tall grasses
and
an
abundance of
wildflowers.
You will be
greeted by
Engelmann
aster, scarlet
gilia, and firecracker penstemon. Along
the trail to Gold Hill, goldeneye, mixed
in with yarrow and blue flax, show off
their summer bouquet in an explosion of
yellow. The roar of rushing water through
the mountain streams accompanies you
as you climb toward your destination.
Down the road, Yerba Canyon —
“yerba” means “herb” in Spanish — will
delight you with the fresh scent of melissa,
horse mint, and other aromatic herbs.
Not 50 feet into the hike, the trail empties
into a meadow of groundsel and fleabane
where fritillaries, pine whites, and Weide-

by Nathan Newcomer

meyer’s admirals take nectar. The open
meadow creates excellent opportunities
for wildflower and butterfly photography.
Just off the trail to your left, you slip into
a riparian wonder of Western monkshood
and California coneflower as tall as your
eye. The canopy of pine and fir cools the air
making this a pleasant hike even on a hot
day. When the summer rains have lifted,
you may stumble upon tiny harebells
woven in with slender grasses, chanterelle sprouting out of the dark, loamy
earth, and shelf mushrooms carved into
the base of decaying Douglas fir. You may
find it difficult to hurry through the hike.

The trail crosses the rock-lined stream at
several places where you can stop and rest
your feet in clear, shallow pools. From the
north side of the unit, Columbine Creek
Trail offers an easy day hike up a beautiful
steam valley. The Columbine – Hondo
WSA is a great place to view fall leaves, for
several sizeable aspen groves exist within
the unit.
With excellent opportunities for hiking,
backpacking, fishing, wildlife viewing,
and snowshoeing and backcountry
skiing in the winter months, Columbine
– Hondo is one of the best undesignated
wilderness areas in New Mexico. May the
day soon come that it has the permanent
protection of designated WILDERNESS
that it deserves!

For more than two years now, the New
Mexico Wilderness Alliance has been
organizing citizens across the state to
make their voices heard in the Travel
Management Rule process. Hundreds of
residents who are directly impacted by
irresponsible off-road vehicle activity
have been helping to ensure that illegal
routes are closed and that new regulations
are enacted to safeguard our wilderness,
water, and wildlife.
We have also been working with several
local elected officials, including Senator
Dede Feldman, Senator Phil Griego, and
Representative Jeanette Wallace, on
toughening laws that govern ATV use on
our wild public lands.
By the end of last year’s legislative
session, we were successful in securing
passage of Senate Joint Memorial 40,
which directed the Energy, Minerals, and
Natural Resources Dept. and the Dept. of
Game & Fish to cooperate in conducting a
study of ORV recreation, particularly as it
compares to and impacts non-motorized
recreation. This Joint Memorial was a
critical step forward in dealing with ORV
abuse in the Land of Enchantment, and in
early December of 2008, the results from
this study came to fruition.
Once the study was highlighted to the
press, the Albuquerque Journal wrote an
editorial lambasting the off-road vehicle
community and praising efforts in the
New Mexico legislature to strengthen rules
and regulations on off-road vehicle safety
and enforcement, among other things.
Some of the key findings of the study
include:
• Enforcement – The BLM and USFS

need to enforce rules and regulations on
ORV use now more than ever as Travel
Management plans move forward in New
Mexico. Experiences in other states have
shown that travel management plans
that designate specific routes for off-road
vehicle recreation are not successful
without adequate enforcement. Studies
show that roughly half of ATV and motorcycle riders prefer to ride off of designated
routes. To ensure the enforcement of ORV
use, the following must occur:
--Increase penalties on a steep three
strikes and you’re out agenda, for violations involving natural resource or other
damage, and riding in Wilderness or other
restricted areas. Three strikes would lead
to confiscation of the ORV and jail time.
--Tap funding sources to support
or develop enforcement partnerships
between the USFS, the BLM, and local
County Sheriff management units.
•Natural Resource Issues – Off-road
motorized recreation adversely impacts
natural resources including soils,
vegetation, wildlife, habitat, riparian
areas and hydrologic flows. Properly sited
and engineered trails reduce impacts and
require little maintenance, but such trails
are almost non-existent. Unauthorized
user-created trails are formed without
thought of important drainages, habitat
fragmentation or long term effects. In
addition, most traditional hiking trails
are not able to withstand regular use by
ORVs without substantial adverse effects.
Cross-country travel, driving in and near
streams, and in riparian areas has the
greatest impact.
•Safety – Nationally, ATV injuries and
deaths, particularly for ages 15 and under,
continue to be of major concern to families,

state governments, and the American
Academy of Pediatricians, which urges
the adoption of 16 as the minimum age
for operating an ATV on federal lands
and the requirement of a driver’s license.
The under 16 age group represents 37% of
all ATV-related emergency room treated
injuries across the nation, and about
one-third of all ATV-related deaths. ATV
riding is the most dangerous sport for
children – 62% more dangerous than
football and 110% more dangerous than

snowboarding. In New Mexico, 34% of
reported ATV deaths from 1982-2004 were
under 16 years of age.
We will continue to work with our
elected leaders on pushing legislation that
adopts the key findings from the Senate
Joint Memorial 40 study. Please contact
your local representatives in the State
Legislature and urge them to support
legislation that curbs irresponsible
off-road vehicle use.

Fast Fasts
LOCATION:
Northeast of Taos, NM, north of the
Rio Hondo and south of the Red River
SIZE: 47,000 acres
ELEVATION RANGE:
7,800 to 12,711 feet at Gold Hill
ADMINISTRATION:
Carson Nation Forest
MILES OF TRAILS:
Approximately 75
ECOSYSTEMS:
ponderosa, spruce/fir, high grassy
meadows, alpine tundra
GETTING THERE:
Hwy 150 on the south and east sides,
Hwy 38 on the north side
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by Stephen Capra
Election night was like a dream…..
After years of the Bush-Cheney doctrine
on the environment, the clouds parted
and at last, let some sun shine in! Here
in New Mexico, the sun shone brightly,
as a full slate of pro-wilderness candidates were elected to Congress. In a
demonstration of how far our wilderness
message has spread, those vying for office
in Las Cruces (home to our 400,000-acre
Doña Ana County Wilderness proposal)
removed the Republican pro tem in the
Senate, who was vocally opposed to
our proposal. He was defeated by a Las
Cruces newcomer who openly supported
wilderness. In the state congressional
races in Las Cruces and in the county

commission races, the pro-wilderness
candidates of both parties once again
came out winners, often by large
margins.
So what does this all mean? The clear
answer is that 2009 should, at long last,
be the year for wilderness in New Mexico.
For the past several years, most of our
ambitious wilderness proposals were
placed on hold by Senator Domenici,
on the Senate side, and crushed by the
ideological ranting of Congressman
Pearce in the House. Many have said that
Senator Domenici was the key to New
Mexico’s wilderness movement, but the
reality of his thirty-plus years of representation is that we are dead last in the
West, in the amount of public land that is
protected. The senator himself has said

that he did not want to leave a legacy of
wilderness, but rather one of reviving the
nuclear industry. His last energy bill did
all it could to prop up this failed industry
through immense federal subsidies.
Now we face the prospect of two
pro-wilderness senators representing
our state. And in the south, Congressman
Pearce and his anti-wolf, antipublic
lands agenda have been replaced by
a former oil man from Hobbs, Harry
Teague, who early on pledged his support
for our Doña Ana wilderness proposal
and for protections for Otero Mesa’s
important water resources. Teague is the
first Democrat elected to this seat since
1980. Joining Congressman Teague is
former New Mexico Wilderness Alliance
Board Chairman Martin Heinrich, who

himself has worked on wilderness issues
for many years and played a key role in
the designation of the Ojito Wilderness.
Heinrich, while solidly on the side of
conservation, understands clearly that
he may face a stiff challenge in two years,
so he must remain pragmatic. The same
applies for newly elected Congressman
Teague.
In the north, Congressman Lujan is
young, intelligent, and seemingly open
to wilderness legislation. He is a former
member of the PUC, known for his
personal interest in energy and conservation issues and for his intelligence
regarding these important programs.

400,000 acres of land
surrounding
the
community of Las
Cruces. The legislation
will create a nearly
97,000-acre
National
Conservation
Area
surrounding the Organ
Mountains, protecting
them from the increasing
development of this
sprawling community.
Within the conservation
area will be some 20,800
acres of Wilderness. To
the southwest of Las
Cruces will be more
than 140,000 acres of
Wilderness in the rugged
West Potrillos. These
cinder cone and grass expanses make for
an otherworldly experience. To the north
comes what many consider the heart of the
proposal: the Sierra de Las Uvas, Broad
Canyon, and the Robledo Mountains.
This connected expanse of land offers
spectacular vistas, rugged canyons filled
with petroglyphs, expansive grasslands,
and an important zone of biodiversity. It is
home to deer, badger, coyote, martin, and
countless songbird and reptile species.
Our hope is that the West Potrillos,
Wilderness area will be named after our
good friend, mentor, long-time lover and
researcher of the area—Tom Wootton.
Tom did extensive research of the plants
in this area and through his trust, money
was given to graduate students for the

continued study of this and other wild
landscapes. Tom tragically passed away
far too soon, late last year.

Ute Mountain

At more than 302,000 acres, this mix of
National Conservation Area and Wilderness
was first proposed when Governor
Richardson was a congressman. The
proposal would protect a large and beautiful
swath of the Rio Grande Gorge and preserve
the big, open space that defines this critical
winter range for elk, deer, bear, and coyote.
It is a windswept landscape that needs
protection now, before it is developed for
wind energy or other projects that would
fragment the land.

What it means

Most of the area covered by this
proposal would be protected as a
National Conservation Area. This would
allow for grazing and traditional wood
gathering by the land grant community
that has used this area for generations.
The protection would allow this way of
life to be maintained for generations to
come. But both Ute Mountain and parts
of Rio San Antonio would be designated
Wilderness. This is an area conservationists have long sought to protect, and
it is a world-class area in need of this
designation.

Chaco Canyon

Our proposal is complex but extremely
important. The road that leads into
Chaco Canyon may finally be paved.
We continue to fight to prevent this,
but Farmington officials have pushed
hard and fast to make it a reality. In
working with the Park Service, we
also discovered that a crucial separate
unit of the park, designated to protect
a ruin, was actually mapped incorrectly and lies outside the park’s
boundaries.

The Campaigns:

What it means

Doña Ana
County

Our proposal would designate more
than 20,000 acres of Wilderness within
the park, which is a World Heritage
Site and is considered by many to be
an important spiritual and archeological site. This is important for many
reasons. First, if the road is paved,
there will be a dramatic increase in
traffic and tours, thus creating more
pressure for expanding campgrounds,
building restaurants, and increasing
infrastructure. If Wilderness status
is obtained, no one will be able to
transform this wild and beautiful
park, and it will be able to maintain
its integrity. The proposal would also
have the boundaries of the separate
unit brought into the park and would
create a ninety-nine-year conservation
easement through eight sections of
state land that border the park, thus
expanding the area of protection. We
are also working to transfer some
BLM sections to the park to increase

This proposal has been in the works
for more than four years. During that
time we have gained tremendous
support from such varied groups as the
Hispano Chamber of Commerce, the Las
Cruces Home Builders Association, the
League of Women Voters, the Southern
New Mexico High-Tech Consortium,
countless sportsmen’s groups, and the
Archbishop of the Catholic Church. Our
grassroots efforts have also brought
in important local leaders, including
state senators and representatives. Most
important, we now have a delegation
that can deliver this historic legislation.

What it means

The Doña Ana proposal is a wideranging and important piece of legislation in this fast-growing community.
The proposal will protect more than
Page 12
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its size. Finally, we are working to create a
zone of exclusion for at least two sections
north of the park to stop the creeping oil
and gas development that threatens the
park’s integrity and fouls the clear air that
has defined this beautiful treasure.

Sabinoso

This proposal has already passed the
Senate and is very close in the House.
Democrats are trying to get a two-thirds
majority vote, that will prevent threatened
blockage by House Republicans. However,
many Republicans have lands protections in this package, so hopefully by
Mid-February we will finally have success.

What it means

At more than 20,000 acres, Sabinoso is
a wild and beautiful canyon about an hour
east of Las Vegas on the Great Plains. It is
home to a wide array of wildlife, including
mountain lion, wild turkey, quail, bear,
coyote, and many reptile species. For more
than three years, this proposal has worked
its way through Congress and we have
worked with local ranchers to make sure
there is agreement on the boundaries.
Now, before we break out the champagne,
let’s discuss some of the realities that will
slow our progress.
It begins with Obama’s selection of Ken
Salazar to head up Interior. Salazar was not
the person the conservation community
was looking for to fill this important role as
an outspoken advocate for America’s land
and wildlife.
After eight solid years of a radical antienvironment agenda at Interior, Salazar
is coming in as a centrist at a time when
the agency as a whole needs reform and
a strong pro-conservation message. He
supports offshore oil and gas development
but has fought oil shale development
in Colorado. He has a history of being a
compromiser and has worked to bring
groups together on tough environmental
issues; he has also worked well with the
land grant community. His family has been
in ranching for generations and has lived
in the West since the 1500s, originating in
Santa Fe. Most recently, Salazar worked as
an environmental lawyer.
Salazar has been vocal on issues
continued next page
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WILDERNESS ENEMY:
TOM COBURN

involving endangered species, often threatening lawsuits if protections for species
like black-tailed prairie dogs were put in
place. He generally has a good record on
wilderness, supporting the protection of
areas in his home state. This important
positive, however, has been balanced by
his consistent support for domestic oil and
gas development. Salazar has promised to
straighten out the mess at Interior, bring
up employee moral and fully fund the Land
and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF).
Although Salazar will undoubtedly do
far better than his predecessors in the
Bush White House, the question, then,
is whether he will put wildlife and our

precious land before the hunger and power
of the oil, gas, and coal industries, not
to mention the anti-wolf contingent of
ranching interests. For many of us in the
conservation community, our hope had
been to place someone like Congressman
Raul Gravilda (D-AZ) in this vital position.
Being Interior Secretary means controlling
the National Park Service, the Bureau
of Land Management, the US Fish and
Wildlife Service, and important programs
like the Endangered Species Act. Thus,
having a real visionary could have inspired
these agencies at a time when they have
effectively been beaten down.
The other—and perhaps bigger—
obstacle lies with a single senator from
Oklahoma, Senator (Dr.) Tim Coburn. In
the annuals of conservatism, few members
of the Senate can match Coburn, or the
chutzpa with which he conducts himself.
He is hated by Republicans as much as by
Democrats. When he ran for the Senate,
his campaign was forged with the outrageous. He declared his Senate race a “battle
of good versus evil” and demanded the
“death penalty for abortionists.” He also
told his constituents that the “country was
under attack by a gay secret conspiracy.”
It appears that Dr. Coburn also has a real
disgust for the conservation community as
a whole. In 2007, two bills were introduced
by a bipartisan group of Pennsylvania and
Maryland senators on the occasion of the
centennial of Rachel Carson’s birthday
(one to name a post office after her, the

other a resolution honoring her). Senator
Coburn blocked the bills, saying through a
spokesman that “Carson was undeserving
of honor from Congress because she had
promoted junk science.” He went on to
say that, “Millions of people died in the
developing world, particularly children
under five, because governments bought
into Carson’s junk science claims about
DDT. To put it in language the Left understands, her ‘intelligence’ was wrong and
had deadly consequences.” Right now,
this one senator is holding up more than
----pieces of conservation legislation. He
claims that this is to save taxpayers money,
but his actions seem to be rooted more in a
philosophical belief about the role of public
lands in America.
So it is clear that with this senator,
we are dealing with the radical fringe.
However, it gets even stranger. Coburn,
it seems, does not believe in government
spending—none, in fact. He introduces
no legislation and asks for no funding. I
mention all of this because of Coburn’s use
of parliamentary procedures to place holds
on legislation—any legislation that he
feels comes with a price tag. That said, he
voted to support the government’s massive
bailout of financial institutions. But as
it pertains to the environment, Coburn
has currently placed a hold on a massive
public lands wilderness package. This
lands package would protect over 2 million
acres nationally, and includes areas in New
Mexico like Sabinoso, Snowy Cave, and
Track ways.
From conversations with many on Capitol
Hill, my sense is that Coburn will use this
maneuver again to delay future wilderness
packages. Interestingly, many of the bills
often come with so-called “sweeteners”—
money for counties or for other projects,
to help move landscape protections—that

affect Republican districts. But Coburn
does not discriminate. He has infuriated
his fellow Republicans by blocking funding
for their local projects and cutting funding
for important legislation. There appears
to be no simple solution to the “Coburn
problem,” but gaining enough support
across the aisle will help to move any bill
and make clear to the majority leader
Harry Reid (D-NV) that wilderness legislation is a priority. This could allow for the
necessary floor time for bills to be marked
up and debated, for important procedural
votes to be obtained and the legislation
finally passed. This last point is very
important, because the sense many have is
that wilderness legislation will need lots of
vocal support.
So in the end, getting Wilderness designated is never easy. It generally takes
far longer than any of us want. But the
important thing to remember is that
once designated, it is protected forever.
Something vitally important given the
experiences of the past eight years.
We at the New Mexico Wilderness
Alliance are all excited. We thank you,
as always, for your continued generous
support, especially in these tough economic
times. But it is clear that 2009 presents a
real chance of getting significant amounts
of Wilderness for our state. It’s an exciting
time, and we move into the new year on the
offense for the first time in many years. It
should be a progressively positive time, as
the new Senate and House majorities begin
to push forward a progressive conservation
agenda. This will thankfully make the land
and the wildlife that call it home, the real
winners. Perhaps that can begin a process
of breaking down the myths associated
with wilderness and people across this
state and the West can come together to
protect the lands we all love.

Excerpt from

Terry Tempest Williams Keynote Address

New Mexico Wilderness Conference, October 11, 2008 , Albuquerque, NM

Terry Tempest Williams and Dave Foreman at the 2008
New Mexico Wilderness Conference
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“When I looked in the back of the
room and saw Dave Foreman, I knew I
was in the presence of family. Dave we
honor you… Dave is one of the great
ones and he has certainly been a mentor
of mine…and if anyone knew Abbey it
was Dave. He is Abbey’s heir. We love
you! Thank you for your sacrifice, your
sacrifices and your love.”
“I want to talk a bit about Nathan
[Small] because he embodies the spirit,
the rising spirit, that has come from
a deep tradition. Whether it is Aldo
Leopold, knowing that this is the birth
place, in the Gila, of the Wilderness
ideal, to Dave Foreman, to people like
Verne Huser, to Steve Capra to Nathan
Small.”
“Nathan is the best of our wilderness
community, native son. Son of Susan
Small, of this place. His question this
morning to Brook and me was: What
is the value of Wilderness today in our
lives? What I’ve learned with Nathan
is that he is serious, he goes right to the
Winter 2009

point, and it would behoove all of us to
stop and take his question seriously. My
response, I think was a really smart one,
‘you tell me.’ Then as Nathan always
does, he said ‘We need Wilderness
because it is whole, we need wilderness
because it is our grounding in a time
that is increasingly unstable.’ Then
Brook and Nathan started talking about
how we need Wilderness because it is
where we evolved from. Everything we
know as humans is found here. And
what does that say about us? What does
that portend if our wilderness is being
diminished?”
“Wholeness, grounding, our
emotional, physical and spiritual
bedrock and seedbed…
Straight to the point, straight from the
heart, feet on the ground… This is what
I love about Nathan Small, this is what I
love about his work, and the work of the
New Mexico Wilderness Alliance, an
organization that is dear to my heart.”

Wolverines and Northern New Mexico

There probably is not a state in the
Union that has the diversity of species
that is present in New Mexico. We have
tropical species in the south, grassland
species in the west, Chihuahuan
Desert species also across the south
and alpine-tundra species on high
mountaintops in the north. Of all the
states without a seacoast, only Arizona
has more species of birds than New
Mexico (and that edge comes largely
from being so close to the Gulf of
California where many pelagic species
have wandered north). In the past,
many species were once present which
are now largely gone or completely
absent from the state. In the former
are Jaguar and others, in the latter
are Gunnison’s Sage Grouse, Grizzly
Bear, Bison and many others. One of
these is a particular mystery with
controversy as to whether or not
it actually occurred or not. That
animal is the Wolverine (Gulo gulo
luscus), a species which probably
once occurred here and needs to
be brought back as a symbol of our
commitment to correcting wrongs of
the past and toward repairing damaged
ecosystems.
The Wolverine is a Northern
Hemisphere wide-ranging Mustelid
(Weasels, Otters, and Badgers) which
is declining across much of it’s range.
It is the largest terrestrial member of
the Family Mustelidae and is exceeded
in size only by the aquatic Giant Otter
(Pteroneura brasiliensis) of South
America.
This species has never been verified
in the state although at least two

authors (Coues 1877, and Bailey, 1931)
considered it part of the fauna of New
Mexico. This was based on nearby
range in Colorado and talking with
people who lived in it’s probable/
possible range. Findley et. al, 1975
did not include it in their treatment of
mammals of New Mexico.
The species is listed as endangered
in neighboring Colorado where it was
largely restricted to high mountaintops
and areas of heavy timber. Wolverines
require a large home range with
estimates from Colorado being that
a male and four females require an
average of 500 square miles in
order to support them. It
is uncertain if the
species

continues to
exist in Colorado with
the
last verified record from the
early 1900’s. Still, over the past 25 years
there have been many “B” sightings,
sightings that seem credible but which
lack physical evidence (tracks, hair, a
dead animal, photograph, etc.). These
38 reports come from a wide variety
of counties in Colorado including two
counties which border New Mexico:
Conejos,
and La Plata (Gerhardt, 2004).

The
best
remaining
habitat
in
Colorado is
thought to be
in the southwestern part
of the state in
Rio Grande
and San Juan
National
Forests, areas
which border
New Mexico
near San Juan,
Rio
Arriba
and
Taos
Counties.
Frey (2004)
states that it
“undoubtedly
occurred in
the
higher
elevations
of the San Juan and Sangre de Cristo
mountains.” She reports that there
are “occasional unverified reports of
Wolverine in northern New Mexico”
but none of these reports have been
verified. At this point in time it
may not be possible to get historic
documentation of the species in the
state. One thing that can be done is to
research archives of any old newspaper
collections from northern New Mexico
and southern Colorado. Sometimes
in the past people who shot a strange
or unknown animal would often trot
the carcass down to whichever
newspaper was available for
their 15 seconds of fame.
Numerous old records have
been retrieved in this
manner.
To push the idea of
“reintroduction”
in
New Mexico, NMWA
needs to evaluate
forested areas in the northern
part of the state for areas in excess
of 500 miles just to support a small
population. These areas should have a
good prey base (Elk, Cervus canadensis
, deer, Odocoileus species and small
game), high elevation habitats, low
road and human densities and most
preferably, established or proposed
wilderness areas. These areas probably
exist there as they do in adjacent
Colorado. While the species many not
currently occur in New Mexico even
in very low numbers, it is likely that
if the species recovers in southern
Colorado, that excess individuals from
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there would re-occupy their probable
historic range in New Mexico.
If suitable areas were found then
it would involve gathering as much
supporting data as possible to promote
the thought that the species did once
occur in the state. Reviewing paleontological papers dealing with Pleistocene
sites in New Mexico might find recent
bone evidence of the species in the
state. Sightings should be collected,
evaluated and ranked on the possibility that the sighting was that of a
Wolverine. The New Mexico Game and
Fish Commission should be encouraged
to begin a study by placing hair traps in
likely/suitable habitat. Global warming
should be considered as a factor against
introduction as trends make southern
edges of their range less suitable over
time. This should not be a major factor
in any final decision, just one of many
to consider.
The Wolverine has been proposed
various times as a candidate for
the endangered/threatened list and
probably deserves that designation.
By establishing them in more areas
the species could be managed differently and would help to preserve the
species.
It would be proper to work toward
the restoration of this species as
again, a part of the fauna of the high
mountains of northern New Mexico.
REFERENCES:
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Otters at Liberty in New Mexico Rivers
by Melissa Savage
The first river otters to swim in the rivers
of New Mexico in fifty-five years dove into
the clear waters of the Rio Pueblo de Taos
in mid-October of this year. Some of the
wild otters from the state of Washington
tentatively poked their noses out of
holding pens, then dashed for the water,
circled around, and disappeared into the
wild. Several took a look outside their pen,
considered the rain pelting down, and
went back inside for a snooze. In all, five
sleek, lively wild river otters entered New
Mexico waters that morning.
The otters were released into the river
three miles above the confluence of the
Rio Pueblo de Taos and the Rio Grande,
on Taos Pueblo land. The release is the
first of many planned releases for the
state. A feasibility study written by Jim
Stuart of the New Mexico Game and Fish
Department called for the initial release
of river otters into the Upper Rio Grande
and the Gila River, as the best potential
habitats for the animals. It is hoped that
the otters, who travel for miles along
rivers, will move away from the release
site along those two rivers and into other
suitable river stretches such as White Rock
Canyon and the Chama River.
The restoration of the otters was the
culmination of nearly ten years of effort
by the New Mexico State Game and Fish
Department, the United States Bureau of
Land Management, Taos Pueblo, and the
River Otter Working Group, a coalition
of New Mexico citizens, scientists,
agencies, and conservation organizations. Energetic support has come from
Amigos Bravos, Defenders of Wildlife,
the Sierra Club, Lighthawk, and the Four
Corners Institute. A key person in the

success of the release has been
Darren Bruning, a wildlife biologist
and former Taos Pueblo staff person
now working for the federal agency
APHIS in Washington State. Bruning
is trapping Washington otters
identified as “nuisance” animals,
who are thus getting not only a new
home, but a new lease on life.
Additional releases are planned for
the Upper Rio Grande this fall. As this
article is being written, preparations
are being made to fly down three
more otters, courtesy of Lighthawk,
a conservation organization that
makes planes and volunteer pilots
available to environmental causes.
The Rio Grande, with a long stretch
of deep gorges and legally protected
wildlands, is an exceptionally safe
habitat, with abundant food supplies
for the relocated otters. In addition, a
restoration program will begin for the
wilderness section of the Gila River. We
hope that the restoration of this important
aquatic predator will help to revive the
ecological integrity of our rivers. The
otters may also provide thrilling sightings
to the many members of the public—
hikers, campers, and river runners—
who cherish the
natural heritage
of our bosques
and rivers.
This is very
exciting news
for New Mexico.
River
otters
were
historically native to
the state’s rivers,
including the
Rio Grande, Gila,

New Mexicans are an active bunch,
hiking and biking all over the Land of
Enchantment. They see beautiful things:
vistas, animals and birds. Unfortunately,
they see ugly things as well, like ORVs
ripping up sensitive hillsides.
NMWA needs your help, and we’re
asking you for a big favor: bear witness.
The beautiful, wonderful and awful
sights you’re seeing out there need to
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be seen by all of us. There are so many
people out there who don’t know such
wonderful places exist, or that believe
such destruction is being wrought against
their beautiful lands.
Lots of you already take photos while
you’re out enjoying Enchantment―share
them with us! We would love to especially
have photos of areas we’re trying to protect
(see page 2), of people enjoying wilderness,

FORGOTTEN
RIVER

by Steve West
Staff Scientist, SE Director
New Mexico Wilderness Alliance

A newly released female otter contemplates the driving rain on the
morning of her release. (photo by Jim Stuart, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish)
Chama, Mora, San Juan, and Canadian
rivers. New Mexico is the last state, of
those states where the otter was extirpated in the past by trapping and other
human activities, to have reintroduced
otters into the wild. Keep a lookout, as
you hike or raft our rivers, for these lively,

social, beautiful, energetic, boisterous,
and visible animals. You may be lucky
enough to see some playfully sliding down
a muddy bank, over and over, just for the
heck of it.
−Melissa Savage
forests@ucla.edu

A big male otter transplanted
from Washington State checks
out his new aquatic home on
the Rio Pueblo de Taos. (photo
by Jim Stuart, New Mexico
Department of Game and Fish)

We Need Your Pix!

THE

wilderness wildlife, and damage caused
by ORVs, oil & gas rigs and mining.
If you’re not currently taking your
camera, slip it in your backpack next time.
If you’re taking it already, make sure you
get as good quality photo as possible.
Here’s some tips:
We want to print your pix, but printing
requires much higher resolution than the
files you post on facebook. If you’re taking
a pic of something you think should be
seen by all, make sure your digital camera
Winter 2009

is set to the best quality photo possible
(you can always switch it back if you don’t
have that much room on your memory
card). If you’re shooting film, we would
appreciate you making a CD when you
order prints.
Lastly, fill the frame with your subject.
Whenever possible, get in close and show
as many details as possible; even in the
best circumstances, photos won’t show all
the little things your eyes see at the time.

For a state that is largely desert, New
Mexico has a wide variety of rivers—
the Rio Grande, Gila, Pecos, Canadian,
San Juan, Sacramento, Black, and many
others. Yet if someone were to ask about
the Delaware River, he would probably
be assuming it was some river on the
East Coast. In fact, it is a river that drains
from the east side of the Guadalupe
Mountains in Guadalupe Mountains
National Park in west Texas and runs
eastward until it crosses the New Mexico
state line. From there, its trip through
New Mexico is brief, running fewer than
ten miles before emptying into the Pecos
River, which travels for only several miles
before crossing back into Texas. While the
Delaware’s time in New Mexico is brief,
it is an important watershed for many
species of plants and animals, and it is an
important river in the history of the area.
But of all the rivers in New Mexico, it is
probably the least known.
Native Americans used the river and
its surroundings as a place to fish and
hunt and rest, and as a reliable source of
water. The area was important to wildlife
since its beginning; remains of Pleistocene mammoths have been found along
the banks of the river. The first Western
encounter with the river for which I have
been able to find evidence is the survey by
Captain Pope in 1854, although it is likely
that Spanish explorers found it at least a
hundred years earlier.
Captain Pope surveyed the New MexicoTexas border in 1854 from El Paso east
and from there on to the Red River. His
notes include interesting comments
about Otero Mesa, Alamo Mountain and
spring, the Salt Flats east of the Guadalupe
Mountains, and the Delaware River. The
origin of the river’s name is unknown,
but Pope was calling it “Delaware Creek”
when he was there in March 1854. One
story suggests that it was named by Pope
because of some Delaware Indians who
were accompanying him. But I found
no mention of these people in his

journals, and it is likely that the river had
already been named by earlier explorers.
In any case, Pope reported the river
flowing well, although with high levels of
gypsum and sulfur at times. He collected
the oldest known bird specimen from New
Mexico a year later when he was working
on another project, trying to locate
artesian wells to help support a southern
transcontinental railroad. This bird—a
ruddy duck taken on June 10, 1855—is
part of Pope’s biological contribution to
what we know about this river before it
became largely altered. At various places
along the river, one can see remnants
of the old Butterfield Stage route, which
passed through this area.
An old map of Santa Fe shows that
fifteen or so families were homesteading
along the banks of the Delaware River in
New Mexico. There is little sign of these
efforts – though at various places along
the river one can see remnants of the old
Butterfield Stage route, which passed
through this area - and currently no one
lives along the river. An old friend of
mine, long gone, told me once that when
her husband returned from Panama
after working on the canal, they lived
near the Delaware River for a couple of
years, subsisting on prairie chickens until
their first crop came in. Flooding, no
doubt aided by overgrazing throughout
the area, probably helped push people
out. Two dams on the river broke during
these floods, and water pulled from the
river in Texas helped to lower the river to
dangerous levels for the plant and animal
communities.
Since then, the river in New Mexico
was largely in private hands until,
several years ago, the Bureau of Land
Management traded land they held
elsewhere for the river. Now,
except for one very small
piece, the entire Delaware
River is owned
by
BLM—and
thus, by you!
Acquiring
this piece of
riparian
land
was an
excellent
move,
but

decades of damage will
take many more decades
to heal.   
The
BLM
has
removed a lot of
the salt cedar, and
the
Chihuahuan
Desert Conservation
Alliance has planted
cottonwoods and
willows
there.
There will always
be
a
small
remnant
of
salt cedar but
work—largely
by
the
BLM—has
helped to
improve
the area
and
return
it to a
more

natural
state.
Some of
the native
wildlife has
disappeared
from
the
Delaware
River
area (bison, Mexican
wolf, etc.), but many
animals
are
still
attracted to it because of
the water. Most of the species
on the New Mexico endangered
and threatened list are either
dependent on riparian areas or
use them to a large extent. For this
reason, many on the New Mexico list, as
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well
as
other
species
of
concern, are
found along the
Delaware River. Some
of these include the Texas
hornshell mussel (with the
scientific name of Popenaias
popeii, named after Captain
Pope), Pecos Gambusia,
Pecos pupfish, plain-bellied
water snake, Western river
cooter, southwestern willow
flycatcher,
yellow-billed
cuckoo, Bell’s vireo, and many
others.   
The New Mexico Wilderness
Alliance is interested in
protecting this site further.
While wilderness may be a
long-term goal, having the
region established as an Area
of Critical Environmental
Concern (ACEC) is much more
immediately attainable. Helping
to protect a watershed in the state
is a wonderful chance to restore a
large area as close as possible to its
historic state. Current threats include
overgrazing on adjacent lands, oil and
gas development, and exotics, ranging
from salt cedar to nonnative aquatics to
wild boars.
NMWA is preparing a proposal to
submit to BLM to have lands under its
control on the Delaware and the adjacent
Pecos placed under ACEC protection.
This would bring attention to the area,
help restrict oil and gas development
on adjacent land, and provide energy to
help reestablish long-gone native species.
NMWA has a field trip planned there in
the spring of 2009 to introduce the area
to its members. Field surveys will go on
during 2009, as time is available, to build
a biodiversity list of plants and animals
there.
With time, the Delaware will return to
what it was when Pope first saw it: a wild
creek flowing through scattered tangles
of cottonwood and willow with “plenty
of wild ducks and hens.” It can serve as
a refuge for many endangered species and
provide an example of what we can do
to restore a river instead of endanger an
entire ecosystem.     
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LAND/ART
by Suzanne Sbarge
In 2009 the New Mexico Wilderness
Alliance will partner with the LAND/
ART project to raise awareness about
New Mexico’s grasslands. A group of New
Mexico organizations is coming together to
explore land, art, and community through
exhibitions, site-specific artworks, a
speakers series, and a culminating book.
New Mexico’s land and cultures loom
large in the art world, and the influences of the modernist era, such as
Georgia O’Keeffe, the Taos School, and
Fritz Scholder, still define much of the
state’s reputation. Contemporary artists,
however, continue to take new approaches
to engaging with the land, departing from
traditional views of landscape as scenery.
The Land Art movement emerged in the
1970s when some adventurous artists left
the New York gallery scene to make art in
the open landscapes of the West. Today,
Land Art encompasses the built, virtual,
and natural environments. The large-scale
collaborative LAND/ART project explores
the evolution of this vast international
art genre, with a focus on its particular
relevance to New Mexico.
Historically, New Mexico has been a
place where the intersection of nature and
culture is at issue. In the 1960s and ’70s,
the American Southwest was the location
of the first generation of Land Art or
Earthworks, including such major projects
as Walter De Maria’s The Lightning

Takes Center Stage in New Mexico

Field and Charles Ross’ Star Axis in New
Mexico, Robert Smithson’s Spiral Jetty and
Nancy Holt’s Sun Tunnels in Utah, and
James Turrell’s Roden Crater in Arizona.
Since then, the Land Art genre has been
subsumed under the more general term
“environmental art,” which is a highly
diverse and vital feature of contemporary
art around the world.
More recent Land Art projects reflect
the influence of evolving trends in
feminism, postmodernism, technology,
environmentalism, and pop culture.
Land Art has expanded from “bad boys
with big bulldozers” to a much broader
contextual approach of examining our
past, present, and future relationship
with the environment—be it urban, wild,
contrived, imaginary, ephemeral, ancient,
degraded, restored, cyber, private, or
public. This new genre recognizes that
what we now think of as the “environment”
has broadened to include the global
community, the microscopic world, and
cyberspace, as well as wilderness, the
urban environment, and suburban sprawl.
It includes ecological activism, reclamation
and remediation projects, and ephemeral
site-specific performances, among many
other approaches, all of which have in
common artists who respond to features
of our natural environment.
The work of photographer Michael P.
Berman, esteemed in the contemporary
art world, and a longtime member of

the New Mexico Wilderness Alliance, is
active in several environmental organizations. His current series, “Grasslands,” is
about the endangered Chihuahuan Desert
grasslands in New Mexico, Texas, and
the northern border of Mexico, where he
has wandered into the desert without a
compass to—in his words—“live deliberately.” He believes that how you see
the land comes down to what you value.
“I believe art has a greater potential for
meaning when it serves some purpose.
People have started to recognize these
lands as significant and this is something

			

- Bob Howard

You can make Wilderness a part of your legacy too!
To find out how, contact Tisha Broska, Development Director
(505) 843-8696 or tisha@nmwild.org

HAPPY NEW YEAR!

Bearing Witness:
25 Years of Refuge

from the NMWA

Poems & Prose by Lou Liberty, watercolors by Margy O’Brien
Foreword by V.B. Price
La Alameda Press, $30, 68 pages
During the 25th anniversary
year of the Rio Grande Nature
Center State Park in Albuquerque’s north valley, Lou and Margy
joined talents in this creative
tribute. Collaborating as artist and
writer-in-residence for a year at
RGNCSP, they capture the unique
gifts of a wilderness area in an
urban setting.

art can help along. If anything, my work is
to generate small symbols that reveal the
greater complexity of things.”
Stay tuned for NMWA events in
conjunction with LAND/ART in 2009.
Other organizations involved in LAND/
ART include the City of Albuquerque’s
Open Space and Public Art Program,
the Harwood Art Center, the Institute of
American Indian Arts Museum, SITE
Santa Fe, and the UNM Art Museum,
among others. LAND/ART is coordinated
by 516 ARTS. For more information, please
visit www.landartnm.org.

“I included New Mexico
Wilderness Alliance in my
Estate Plan because I feel a
responsibility to Wilderness.
Young people should enjoy
the same places that have
touched my life.”

STAFF

Bearing Witness was recently
awarded the New Mexico Book
Award for nature/environmental
book of 2008. The book is available
to purchase at Book Works and
the Rio Grande Nature Center’s
Nature Shop, or to check-out
at the New Mexico Wilderness
Alliance library at our office in
Albuquerque.

YOUR INVOLVEMENT
MAKES A DIFFERENCE!
CALL. WRITE. PAGE 9
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Thank You to our Sponsors for Supporting the

Virginia Maria Romero

World renowned artist Virginia Maria
Romero is many things. She is part
naturalist, part storyteller, part searcher
and the creative genius behind Arte de
Romero, a business she co-owns with
partner Dan Sosin. Sharing her time and
treasure with many causes, Virginia has
a special place in her heart for the New
Mexico Wilderness Alliance and our work
to protect New Mexico’s wilderness.
Romero’s work brings color, light, and
unique translations of natural beauty.
We are proud to announce an open ended
partnership with Virginia Maria Romero
and Arte de Romero. A portion of all tile
sales will be Doñated to the Wilderness
Alliance. We encourage everyone to
consider purchasing Arte de Romero tiles.
Help the Wilderness Alliance and all of our
partners in the critical work of protecting
New Mexico’s natural heritage!
Reviews of Romero’s works have
appeared in New Mexico Magazine,
Tradición Revista, Desert Exposure,
Ventanas del Valle, and Pasatiempo/New
Mexican. A painted pony of her design is
referenced in the Trail of Painted Ponies

Collectors Edition, 2004, and Trail of
Painted Ponies/Ride the Sky, 2007.
Romero’s work has been selected for
collections that include the San Miguel
Mission (Santa Fe, NM); El Museo Cultural
de Santa Fe; the Bruce King Heritage
Museum, Las Cruces, NM; the Mesilla
Town Hall, Mesilla, NM, the Maria Stein
Heritage Museum/National Marian Shrine
of the Holy Relics, Maria Stein, OH; and
Our Lady of Guadalupe Shrine and Parish,
Mesilla Park, NM.; Cardinal Levada, and
Pope Benedict XVI, Vatican City. Romero
is a full time painter who lives and works
in Las Cruces, New Mexico.
Recently, Virginia answered our
questions on art, nature, and her
commitment to New Mexico’s natural
lands.
Q: How does nature and the natural world
inform your art?

are. Art is part of life.

VMR: We are all of the natural world, my
art is but a reflection.

VMR: I’ve read, and have been told that
certain Native cultures believe that Wolf
is a teacher. I think wolves have much to
teach, and we have much to learn from
them. Often wolves are on my mind when
I create art. I imagine running with them

Q: How did you begin your journey and
career as an artist?
VMR: I was born creative; I think we all

Q: Your husband and son are both
sportsmen. Does that factor into your art
at all?
VMR: Yes. I accompany them hunting,
though I do not hunt. I go to experience
seeing animals in their natural state, to
hear wind speak through the trees, to feel
the crisp mountain air, all of it... Nature
profoundly affects me; we are nature.
Q: You are particularly drawn to wolves.
Why is that?
VMR: When I was living in Santa Fe, I met
a man who raised wolf hybrids. They were
so beautiful. I ended up getting a wolf
hybrid from him to raise; that experience
affects me to this day.
Q: How do wolves and wilderness specifically inform your art?

in the wilderness; I feel akin to them. All
my experiences, real or imagined, inform
my art.
Q: Your art has been picked up worldwide.
How did that happen?
VMR: A lot of hard work and perseverance. My original art has been shown
in galleries; and a friend, Dan Sosin, and
I started a small business whereby my
original art is reproduced onto ceramic
tiles: www.artederomero.com
People
continue to collect my original art and
Arte de Romero tiles, it’s an awesome
feeling when people relate to my art.

2008 New Mexico Wilderness Conference

Silver City KOA
1-800 562-7623
silvercitynm@mykoa.com

Q: Tell us about your support of the New
Mexico Wilderness Alliance and its goals of
protecting wilderness for future generations?
VMR: I support New Mexico Wilderness
Alliance and its goals of protecting
wilderness for future generations. Arte de
Romero is working with NM Wilderness
Alliance so that a portion of proceeds will
support efforts to “Keep it Wild”!

Judith Phillips

DESIGN OASIS

www.artederomero.com

Creating beautiful habitats for
people and wildlife
505-343-1800

To place an order benefitting the New Mexico Wilderness Alliance, please
select the various categories for perusal of these fine images. Virginia Maria
Romero reserves copyrights on all of the provided images and hopes you enjoy
her visions and creations. This is the Arte de Romero Tile site and wholesale
price will be provided by contacting her tile partner at (575) 532-5885 or by
sending an e-mail to mysticjaguar@msn.com.

Native and adaptive plants
Water harvesting

Solar Inspiration!

Cook anything easily with the sun - temperatures up to 400 degrees! Only 22 pounds – great for home use or car camping.

www.SolarInspiration.net
Jean Eisenhower
PO Box 1873
Silver City, NM 88062
575/534-0123
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Thank You to our Sponsors for Supporting the

2008 New Mexico Wilderness Conference

VERVE
Gallery of photography
w w w. V e r v e F i n e a rt s . c o m

219 EAST MARCY STREET
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
505.982.5009

Thank You
Earth Friends
Foundation
for working
with us on
our Challenge
Grant!

EAGLE PEAK HERBALS
www.eaglepeakherbals.com

THE PURCHASE OF THESE PRODUCTS SUPPORTS INJURED AND ORPHANED WILDLIFE.

Thank You to our Sponsors for Supporting the

2008 New Mexico Wilderness Conference

Mary Silverwood

represented by Joyce Robins Gallery Santa Fe

Robek's Healthy Eats & Smoothies

Best Western, Rio Grande Inn

Artichoke Café & Wine Bar artichokecafe.com

Owl Café 800 Eubank NE, Albuquerque

Pottery Land 1609 San Mateo, Albuquerque

St Clair Bistro 910 Rio Grande NW, Albuquerque

Pharmaca Integrative Pharmacy 505-796-0387

Da Vinci's Gourmet Pizza dvgp.com

Sage Therapeutics 505-554-7007

MCM Elegante Hotel MCMelegantealbuquerque.com

Java Joe's

KESHi
the zuni connection

jewelry

pottery

Join New Mexico Wilderness Alliance Today! You’ll not only help
preserve New Mexico’s Wild Places for your own enjoyment… but
you’ll help ensure that future generations may enjoy them too.
YES! I want to be a member of the New Mexico Wilderness Alliance!!! My contribution will go
towards the continued protection and wilderness designation of New Mexico’s natural heritage.

$25 – Individual $100 – Contributing Other $__________
$30 – Family $500 – Lifetime  THIS IS A GIFT MEMBERSHIP FROM ____________________
$50 – Supporting $10 – Student/Senior

227 don gaspar
santa fe, nm 87501
505.989.8728
www.keshi.com
fetishes

downtownjavajoes.com

since 1981

Street _______________________________________ E-mail_______________________________

New Mexico
Wilderness Alliance
PO Box 25464
Albuquerque, NM
87125-0464

City, State, Zip ______________________________________________________________________

Questions?
505/843-8696

Name __________________________________________ Phone____________________________

jeffrey tsalabutie: jet running mountain lion
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Mail your
Tax Deductible
Doñations to:
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Laughing Waters
Nature and awareness school ™

F

ull-color images by renowned photographers
Stephen Strom and Stephen Capra unite with text
by prizewinning nature and geography writer Gregory
McNamee to document the subtle landscape of 1.2 million
acres of remote Chihuahuan Desert grassland in southern
New Mexico. Home to many species of wildlife and native
plants, Otero Mesa is a place of extraordinary beauty and
ecological significance faced with the increasing threat
of oil and gas development that has plagued the Rocky
Mountain West.
“It is a strange and empty place, a place whose
contours suggest that those who do not know it are best
to leave it alone, as those who do know it will do in all
events. And, as with all strange and empty places in this
increasingly crowded, increasingly monocultural world,
Otero Mesa is an important island in our geography of
hope, a place that warrants concern and protection.
Rightly, for it is very much under threat.”—Gregory
McNamee in Otero Mesa

This highly practical and empowering training is a unique synergy derived from profound ancient skills
and the best of modern methodology. Based on decades of real-world experience in rugged wilderness
areas and intense international arenas, this training also draws upon professional Medical Qigong and
Chinese-Western Herbology. Even highly experienced wilderness explorers have been amazed at how
much they have learned: “So much knowledge as to survival skills and awareness-wilderness training
that I never want to miss a class. And they are a lot of fun!” MA
The new book Tracks Through Wilderness, Energy and Spirit is also now available. In
your travels through the worlds of ideas and experiences you have never read a synergistic book quite
like this one!

GY

Gregory McNamee is a widely published author, editor,
and photographer who lives in Tucson, Arizona. His many
books include Moveable Feasts: The History, Science, and Lore
of Food. Stephen Strom has spent nearly forty years as a
research astronomer, most recently serving on the staff of
the National Optical Astronomy Observatory in Tucson.
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www.primalqisynergy.com
Toll-free 866-302-7517

OterO Mesa

BENJAMIN T. Gregory
PARKER
McNamee

Preserving AmericA’s Wildest grAsslAnd

Photographs by stephen strom and stephen Capra

(an image provider Foreword
for NMWA)
by Bill richardson
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finephotographs
art
additional
by Gregory McNamee
landscape photography from
images by renowned photographers
March 6th - April 25th atull-color
The Main
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by
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Mall, Las Cruces NM. A reception nature and geography writer Gregory
McNamee
to document the subtle landscape of 1.2 million
will be held during The
Downtown
acres
of
remote
Ramble Art Walk on March 6th. Chihuahuan Desert grassland in southern
Mexico.
Home to many species of wildlife and native
5PM-7PM. You canNewalso
see
plants,
Otero Mesa is a place of extraordinary beauty and
Benjamin’s work on his
webpage:
ecological
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Gregory McNamee is a widely published author, editor,
and photographer who lives in Tucson, Arizona. His many
books include Moveable Feasts: The History, Science, and Lore
of Food. Stephen Strom has spent nearly forty years as a
research astronomer, most recently serving on the staff of
the National Optical Astronomy Observatory in Tucson.
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Gregory McNamee
Photographs by stephen strom and stephen Capra
Foreword by Bill richardson
additional photographs by Gregory McNamee

Those who attended the two Workshops at the New Mexico Wilderness Alliance Annual Conference
in October experienced an introduction to the power of these skills. There was much enthusiastic
feedback about these cutting-edge awareness and wilderness thrival workshops. Now start out the New
Year on a high note, by taking positive action to further expand your horizons! Small-group workshops
are forming, and training is available year-round. Turn your resolutions and goals into Reality!

M

OterO Mesa
Preserving AmericA’s Wildest grAsslAnd

Winter 2009

ORDER FORM
Please Mail orders to:
Order Department
University of New Mexico Press
1312 Basehart SE
Albuquerque, NM 87106-4363
Call or fax your order to:
505.272.7777 or 800.249.7737
Fax: 505.272.7778 or 800.622.8667
NAME _______________________________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________________________
CITY ____________________ STATE ______ ZIP __________
DAYTIME PHONE # ___________________________________
SHIPPING: Economy Ground - $5.00 for the first book and $1.00 for each
additional book. Please allow 1-4 weeks for delivery; or Trackable Ground - $8.00
for the first book and $1.00 for each additional. Please allow 1-5 days for delivery.
International Customers and those requesting express shipping will be charged
actual cost of shipping. Before sending advance payment on these orders, contact
Customer Service: 505-272-7777 or custserv@upress.unm.edu. U.S. customers
may call 800-249-7737. Checks or money orders must be in U.S. dollars and
drawn on a U.S. bank.

His photographs have been widely exhibited, and he has
collaborated on several books, including Tseyi (Deep in
the Rock): Reflections on Canyon de Chelly, coauthored with
Navajo poet Laura Tohe. Following a career in private
industry and journalism, Stephen Capra has worked for
wilderness conservation since 1988. He has been executive
director of the New Mexico Wilderness Alliance since 2004.
10 x 9 104 pages, 41 color photographs
paperback 978-0-8263-4397-0 $24.95 ($27.50 Cdn)
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